
Dear [MLA]:

I am writing to you today, after the accusations against “Dr.” Errol Guam, on the basis that
the victims of his gross misconduct and many others wish for there to be a full review into
the Provincial Dental Board.

If you are unaware, Guam who was one of the founding Dentists for MSI Coverage was
recently arrested and charged with 8 counts of Assault, with hundreds more sharing their
own experiences.

It is believed that because of his influence and the weight his former standing within the
dental/health community carried (prior to these accusations coming to light in 2020), that
throughout the years as allegations were being leveled against him, he was able to continue
to own and operate his practice, while threatening parents into either not making
accusations, or having his staff mislead guardians into not believing their children by saying
things like “the medication will have them making up stories”

It’s important to note- that many of his victims developed (and rightfully so) extreme mistrust
of medical professionals and many sustained emotional and/or physical trauma that has
burdened them for years.

One of few ways that this decades long gross misconduct can truly be righted, is through a
transparent and in-depth review of the Dental Board and all those associated with it. You
can be assured that as more information comes to light surrounding the events that
transpired over the last 50 years, it would be better for those who represent us to be leading
a call for answers, then to be left to field the blowback from not already having those
answers.

Although I understand a person in your position has many duties, and is kept busy- I feel
that this letter warrants a WRITTEN response at the email address provided within 7 days.

In an effort for my views to be completely transparent I would like you and your staff to
please note that it is expected that your response (or lack thereof) may or may not be
shared within his group of victims, the public at large, or anyone else whom may have a
vested interest in this matter, and will therefore be made a public response which will clearly
show your position on this matter.

Sincerely,

[Your Name / pronouns]

[email]


